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TAMOTSU NAKAMURA

Snow Peaks and Deep Gorge Country
North-west Yunnan to South-east Tibet

(Plates 32-40)

Where in all the world is to be found scenery comparable to that
which awaits the explorer and photographer in north-western Yunnan
Province, China and in the fastnesses of Tsawarong, in south-eastern
Tibet? Few have been privileged to climb the towering ranges
separating the mightiest streams of China, in northern Asia. The whole
region, so geologists tell us, was once one vast, high plateau now
intersected and eroded by some of the longest rivers in the world.
These rivers changed this high plateau not merely into a land of lofty
mountains, but of deep valleys with gloomy shadows and forbidding
gorges never trodden by human foot.

J F Rock, 'Through the Great River Trenches of Asia', 1926

T hrough these gorges the Lohit river, a tributary of the Brahmaputra,
and the Irrawaddy, Salween, Mekong and Yangtze rivers have cut

through mountain ranges 6000m high. Flowing from north to south these
great rivers span an area that in one place is no more than 150km, while at
their mouths they are thousands of kilometres apart. This remotest frontier,
so-called Deep Gorge Country, is at the heart of the Rengduan Mountains
which spread to the east of the Tsangpo Great Bend; even today it is isolated
and almost inaccessible. All the main snow peaks remain unclimbed.

Since 1990, I have visited the Gorge Country on several occasions, and
in October 1996 completed a circumnavigation of pilgrimage trails
around Meili Snow Mountain (Ka-Karpo). As far as I am aware, the only
foreigners who have traversed the Mekong-Salween Divide into this lesser
known region and have left a written record of their travels are missionaries
and the following travellers: A-K (Krishna) (1882), D'Orleans (1895-96),
E C Young (1906), JBacot (1907,09), F Kingdon-Ward (1911, 1913, 1922),
F M Bailey (1911), E Teichman (1918), A David-Neel (1923), J FRock
(1923), G Patterson (1950), N Clinch (1993) and T Nakamura (1996, 1998).

I have been enchanted by the Lower Tsawarong, in particular, of the
Gorge Country. Recently the local government of Yunnan Province has
claimed that Diqin Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture is the location of
Shangri La, the paradise of James Rilton's novel Lost Horizon. I feel,
however, that the peaceful valley of Tsawarong surrounded by its peaks
and glaciers is more suitable as a model for that Utopia.
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In November and December 1998, I had an opportunity to visit the Lower
Tsawarong. The main objectives of my trip were, first, to reach Zayu
(Drayu), a crossroads in the Gorge Country, following E Teichman's
footsteps of 1918 along the Wi Chu, a tributary of Salween; and second, to
search for a possible approach to the Damyon Massif from the Wi Chu
basin. In this article I give a brief record of my travels in 1998, together
with a list of mountains and related sketch maps.

Our partY started its journey on 18 November, leaving Deqen (Atuntze)
for Tsawarong. A half day's drive took us to Yanjing (2680m) along the
dry and desolate river bank of the Mekong, passing the Yunnan-Tibet border.
Yanjing lies on the left bank, 300m above the river, where we crossed the
Mekong to the small village of Jada (2360m). On both sides of the river
they were making salt much as they had done for centuries. We spent the
night here at a Tibetan farmer's house to organise the caravan. In June
1911, F M Bailey and H Edgar, a missionary of the China Inland Mission
stationed in Batang, stayed in this village. As Bailey noted, the people west
of the Mekong are quite friendly. The members of our caravan were two
Japanese, one Chinese interpreter, two Tibetan guides, two Tibetan
muleteers and seven mules.

19 November was fine. Our caravan left Jada towards a pass on the
Mekong-Wi Chu Divide. There are two high passes. One is the Di La
(4581m) over which Teichman trekked in 1918, and three kilometres south
eastwards is the other pass, Beda La (or Pitu La, 4542m), which Bailey and
Edgar crossed in 1911 and Kingdon-Ward reached in 1922. Both the roads
over the passes are the main trade routes to Tsawarong and beyond to the
west and north, and are called the 'old tea mule tracks' nowadays. We
marched along the river bank for a while, then ascended steep zigzags
upwards and traversed a barren and arid precipitous mountain flank to the
confluence of the Mekong and a small tributary where a hydro power station
has been built. The road was in some places only a handspan in width and
a slip would have sent a mule straight down to the Mekong. We left the
river here and entered a beautiful valley coloured by autumn leaves. In the
early afternoon we passed a Tibetan village, Chungtse (Trongtse, 2850m)
and one hour later we pitched tents in a narrow alpine pasture (3200m)
surrounded by pines and oak trees.

20 November. The temperature went down to -5°C in the morning.
Sunrise was very late, after 8am. Now winter was creeping up the valley.
Until the sun had warmed and melted the frozen trail, the mules were forced
to struggle across slippery ice. This was dangerous for heavily loaded
animals. Above 4000m and the tree-line, the valley became open and wider,
and glittering snow ranges came into sight.

As the air thinned, the mules gasped for air and were apt to make a halt
every few minutes on the final slope leading to the top of Di La. Di La and
Beda La are the easiest passes to cross over the divide. It is only two days'
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march fromYanjing/Jada to either Jino (Di, 3l20m) or Pitu on the Wi
Chu river bank. The following quotation from Kingdon-Ward triggered
my interest and tempted me to explore the Gorge Country.

If you travel north-westwards from Yakalo (Yanjing), you meet with
snow peaks at every turn, growing ever more lofty. There is a perfect
botanist paradise in that mountainous and little-known country
beyond the source of Irrawaddy.

From China to Hkamti, Long, 1924

Di La was very windy and cold. However we were impressed by a most
glorious panorama of many 5700m-5800m peaks soaring into blue sky. To
the south of Beda La spiky peaks with rock and snow glistening white on
the Mekong-Wi Chu Divide appeared awfully challenging. To the west
beyond Wi Chu, the mountain range with its alluring peaks stretched north
to south. Some of them had glaciers of amreboid type (constantly changing),
common in this country, and some were rock pyramids of limestone. These
glaciers hang on steep cliffs and are severed from the snowfields above. In
the early afternoon, we moved on down the valley to Jino, a Tibetan village
on the left riverbank. As we descended, the brown hillside sloped sharply
down to the Wi Chu. The valley became densely covered with beautiful
primeval forest of coniferous trees and on the river bank there was a village
with patches of vivid green barley being cultivated. We were billeted in a
Tibetan house.

21 November. We were excited since today was the higWight of our trip
through the deeply eroded gorge, the water emerging from a cleft in the
limestone massif. The Wi Chu flows north to south, forming a great canyon
which contrasts turquoise streams, evergreen pine trees, autumn leaves and
formidable precipices to make the magnificent landscape that E Teichman
eulogised as exceedingly beautiful.

In the next village, Bake (3260m), we stayed at a warehouse that stored
pine mushrooms (Matsutake) for export to Japan. Throughout the march,
we enjoyed meeting several groups of cheerful Tibetan pilgrims returning
to their home after completing a circuit of the sacred Meili Snow Mountain.
Many of them came from Upper Tsawarong, but one group was from
Qamdo and the other was on the way back to Qinghai Province on foot.

On 22 November the weather changed. It was cloudy and then it snowed.
Soon after we left Bake, the road went up to a pass (3880m) on the ridge to
avoid the impassable gorge. We camped near a small stream in the late
afternoon. Although it continued to snow, the temperature did not drop
below freezing. It rained the whole of the next day. A two-hour march took
us to Jomei (Changmar, 3320m). We visited a monastery, Changmar
Gomba, lying on a wooded spur above the river. The monastery was
destroyed at the time of the Cultural Revolution, but now it is in the process
of being rebuilt and monks are coming back, an old Lama told us.
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We used the local government quarters for one night at Jomei. At every
village where we stopped along the Wi Chu, it was confirmed by villagers
that, so far as they knew, we were the first foreigners to enter into their
land. We might have been the ftrst non-missionaries since December 1923
when Alexandra David-Neel passed hurriedly in disguise towards Lhasa.
To export timber, a road had been built from Zhogang to Jomei via Zayu
(Drayu or Dayul, 3470m); that was the goal of our expedition.

On 24 November the weather improved. As the mist lifted, an imposing
buttress over 1OOOm high was unveiled above the right bank of the Wi Chu.
We changed mules and muleteers, and departed for the final leg to Zayu.
Northwards from Jomei, the bed of the Wi Chu changes from a deep gorge
to an open valley. The turquoise streams run quite peacefully. Periodically
we came across the unusual cantilever bridges so popular in SW China for
village traffic. We walked near a place used for water burials with many
prayer flags. Tibetans dispose of their dead either by throwing the body
into the river or putting it out to be eaten by vultures. The river here is a fair
size. We arrived at Zayu in the early afternoon.

The present town of Zayu is located on the left river bank and a monastery,
Drayu Gomba, lies to the right. Zayu is an administrative centre of the sub
division of Zhogang County in Qamdo Prefecture and has a primary school.
We stayed at a small guest house, the only one in the town. Late in the
evening we were questioned by the security police and local secretary of
the Communist Party because we were the fIrst visitors. Their interrogation
was polite and amicable and no difficulties or problems arose at all. This
proves that the people of Tsawarong are moderate and peaceful. The large
but rather dilapidated Gelugpa monastery, Drayu Gomba, lies on a slope
above the river backed by pine forests. It was an important centre lying at
the junction of several trade routes branching off to Qamdo to the north
east, Lhasa to the north-west, Yunnan to the south-east and India to the
south-west; Zayu was visited by A-K, Teichman, David-Neel and Patterson.

We rested on the 25th, and on 26 November, in continuing fine weather,
we made a one-day excursion, riding up the valley to a pass (3850m) on the
Wi Chu-Salween Divide following a mule track to Zayul and Guyu
(Sangachu Dzong). The road had a lot of local traffic to and from the
Salween river and beyond. We met a couple of Tibetan merchant caravans
with more than 20 yaks. On the way we had a good view of the 5500m
snow range on the Wi Chu-Salween Divide. Some of these mountains to
the south were lofty peaks with ice and rocks and others were of conical
shape with gentle snowy slopes. From the wide and flat pass, we had a
panorama of the vast and huge mountain ranges of Baxioila Ling beyond
the desolate valley of the Salween. These are the peaks of the Salween
Irrawaddy/Lohit Divide that rise north to south. Range upon range of
countless numbers of unexplored snow peaks stretched to the far distance.
The quest for the source of the Irrawaddy and the mountains of Baxioila
Ling became my next target.
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Next day, a Landcruiser came to Zayu to pick us up and take us to Deqen.
Although it was regrettable that we could not make a reconnaissance to
search for a point of access into the Damyon massif from the Wu Chu side,
all the high passes to the east had already been closed due to snowfall and
we had to leave the Wi Chu basin because of time constraints. We drove
to Zhogang, a centre of Tsawarong, where we stayed at a guest house.

We continued to drive to Markam passing the highest point, Tongda La
(5008m), of the Sichuan-Tibet Highway and crossing the upper Mekong
River. Next day was again fme, and provided a second highlight in allowing
me to photograph Damyon from a pass (4200m) on the Mekong-Yangtze
Divide. To this end we set out from Markam before dawn. It was my fifth
attempt since 1993 and at last I succeeded. I do believe that Damyon Massif
with its 6324m highest summit and neighboring 6000m peaks running north
to south is one of the great mountain ranges in the Hengduan and worthy
of being paid much more attention. Nobody has touched nor tried to scale
Damyon since 1922 when Kingdon-Ward climbed up to 5200m from
Yanjing. We stood on the pass at 9am. It was a breathtaking moment.
Suddenly, the whole panorama of Damyon came before our eyes. The
scenery is really spectacular, as outstanding rock and snow peaks gave way
to one another in a cloudless sky. Being quite satisfied, we drove down to
the Mekong and stayed at the hot spring of Yanjing to refresh ourselves.

We continued along the Yunnan-Tibet Highway along the banks of the
Mekong and then went up to the village of Adong, 35km north of Deqen.
At a Tibetan farmer's house we discovered new information on a Japanese
pioneer traveller who disappeared in north-west Yunnan in 1901. His name
was Yutaka Nomi (1868-19017), a Buddhist monk explorer on a mission to
reach Lhasa from China to obtain ancient Buddhist scriptures preserved in
Tibet, but he disappeared on the way and is believed to have been killed by
local Tibetans between Deqen and Adong, whilst his rival monk, Ekai
Kawaguchi , who had been charged with the same mission, reached Lhasa
via India and Nepal in March 1901.

On 1st December, we hired four mules for the day's march from Adong
to the south and Deqen. The road began up a steep rocky trail through a
narrow valley, and after one hour's riding, we got to the site of an old
checkpoint where strangers had not been welcome. The valley opened out
and in an hour we came to a sheer rock projecting into the valley's right
bank. We had hoped that a monument carved in Japanese characters carved
by Tibetan Lamas would be found on the rock, as Gaston Peronne, a French
musk trader who had lived in Atuntze since 1903, had suggested this to a
Japanese traveller in 1922. To our disappointment, we could not find any
evidence on the rock. It is assumed, however, that the pioneer monk was
massacred near the checkpoint. In the early afternoon we returned safely
to Deqen completing our two-week trip.
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SUMMARY OF MAIN PEAKS IN THE GORGE COUNTRy

Divide Mountain Name of Peak Altitude North East Map
Range (m)

P. Tsangpo
Highest peak 6057 29° 31' 97° 14' R

BAXIOILA LING 2nd highest peak 6011 29° 42' 97° 11' R
- Salween

3rd highest peak 5921 29° 35' 97° 06' R

Yangbayism, 6005 29° 00' 9r 40' C
Lohit

BAXIOLA LING
highest peak 5992 28° 59' 97° 31' R

- Salween 2nd highest peak 5885 29° 10' 97° 22' R
3rd highest peak

Highest peak 6146 28° 49' 98° 04' C
Irrawaddy

BAXIOILA LING
2nd highest peak 6005 28° 37' 98° 12' C

- Salween 3rd highest peak 5795 28° 44' 98° 00' R
Keni Chun Pu 5128 28° 00' 98° 13' C

Salween
Highest peak 5841 28° 54' 98° 20' R

- WiChu
Unnamed 2nd highest peak 5787 28° 56' 98° 12' R

3rd highest peak 5780 28° 52' 98° 22' R

Notes: Rand C in 'Map' column indicate source of information: R =Russian Topographical Maps C =Chinese Official Maps.
In general, an altitude shown on Russian maps is slightly higher than on Chinese maps. The latter are given priority in the above table, while
Russian maps apply where no Chinese maps are available. ALL PEAKS ARE UNCLIMBED. Continued below:



SUMMARY OF MAIN PEAKS IN THE GORGE COUNTRY (Continued)

Dungri Garpo:
Highest peak 6090 29° 16' 98° 20' C
2nd highest peak 6070 29° 19' 98° IT R

WiChu NUSHAN 3rd highest peak 5925 29° 14' 98° 22' R
-Mekong (North) Damyon:

Highest peak 6324 29° 10' 98° 21' C
2nd highest peak 6045 28° 14' 98° 21' R
Pyramid rock peak 5961 29° 04' 98° 30' R

Meili Xueshan *
(Ka-Karpo or
Kang Karpo)

Kawagebo,
Salween NUSHAN highest peak 6740 28° 25' 98° 40' C

-Mekong (North) Peak 6509,
2nd highest peak 6509 28° 29' 98° 35' C

Lairixiangka 6379 28° 28' 98° 38' C
Mianzimu 6054 28° 18' 98° 43' C
Five Crown Peaks 5470 28° 19' 98° 43' C

NINCHING Tsa-Leh Xueshan 5534 28° 54' 98° 59' C

SHAN Jiazi Xueshan 5384 28° 30' 99° 00' C
Mekong

- Yangtze Baimang Xueshan:
YUNLING Zhalachoni,

highest peak 5429 28° 16' 98° 59' C

* Xueshan means 'snow mountain'



32. A group of three rock peaks about 5800m in the Damyon massif which separates the Wi-Chu
and Mekong rivers on the borders of Tibet and Yunnan in the Hengduan mountains.
(Tamotsu Nakamura) (P113)

33. The highest peak in the Damyon massif at 6324m. Nakamura reports that all these mountains
are unclimbed. (Tamotsu Nakamura) (pl13)



34. Mianzimu (6054m) in the Meili Xueshan. on the west side of the Mekong and west of the
county capital of Degen. which Nakamura rates as'the most beautiful mountain in the
Yunoan-Tibet region. (Tamotsu Nakamura) (P113)

35. A group of young Tibetan pilgrims on their way home. (Tamotsu Nakamura) (p113)



36. A group of limestone peaks, C 5770m, on the Wi Chu-Salween divide
WNW of the village of Jino. (Tamotsu Nakamura) (pIl3)

37. Stunning rock and snow peaks of C 5500m, SW of Dayul on the Wi Chu river.
(Tamotsu Nakamura) (p1l3)



38. The Jade Dragon Mountain, 5596m, seen from the Black Dragon Pond, Lijiang, Yunnan.
(Tamotsu Nakamura) (Pll3)



39. Rock peaks of around 5300m, south of the Di La (4581m) on the Salween-Mekong divide.
(Tamotsu Nakamura) (p1l3)

40. Salt wells on the Mekong River near Yanjing. (Tamotsu Nakamura) (p113)
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